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We present a propagation of a hybrid approach for natural language pars-
ing on Semitic languages on the example of the Arabic language. The hy-
brid approach proposes a way for acquiring dependency and constituency 
parses simultaneously at every step of the analysis. The result of the propa-
gation is represented by a syntactic parser for Arabic language and the fact 
that the parser shows quite satisfactory results and belongs to the group 
of rule-based parsers actually forms scientific novelty of this article. We give 
a short review of Arabic Natural Language Processing (NLP) technologies 
and their current state and then describe steps that were required for our 
propagation: choosing of morphological analyzer, morphological index 
compression scheme, description of rule base system that is used by the 
parser, modifications that were needed for tuning in the core parsing algo-
rithm. We also designate problems that we faced during the propagation 
and the results that we finally achieved. In the end we provide results of brief 
evaluation of the parser and give information on its current usage.
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1. Introduction

Arabic, which is the mother tongue of more than 300 million people, has received 
substantial attention by modern computational linguistics basing on its morphology 
and flexible sentences construction. The scale of Arabic-related research work is now 
orders of magnitude beyond what was available a decade ago [10]. At the same time, 
the language presents significant challenges to many natural language parsing ap-
plications for several reasons. Arabic sentences are syntactically ambiguous and com-
plex due to the frequent usage of grammatical relations, order of words and phrases, 
conjunctions, and other constructions such as diacritics (vowels), which are known 
in written Arabic as “altashkiil” [1].

Result of the above interest can be presented as several applications. Their main 
goals are parsing Arabic language and providing some helper features for that. In this 
article we briefly describe some of such applications. Among them are three syntac-
tic parsers (Stanford Parser [9], Berkeley Parser [16] and LFG Rule-basic Parser [2]), 
two morphological analyzers (Buckwalter Morphological Analyzer [7] and ElixirFM 
[18]), and Part-of-speech tagger (POS tagger) application developed by Stanford NLP 
Group [23].

Having these Arabic NLP applications available, the most significant motivation 
for the development of another parser are the existing NLP modules that we have de-
veloped and which are used industrially:

•	 Dictum’s syntactic parser is based on the hybrid approach for NLP and has lan-
guage-independent core component designed to support right-to-left (RTL) lan-
guages as well;

•	 “key-value” model for compact store of linguistic information that supports ef-
ficient access;

•	 opinion mining application which also has language-independent core and has 
been developed to deal with syntactic parser results presented in a specified 
format.
These applications are designed to be flexible for tuning and extending. Finally 

our model for syntactic rules representation supports semantic information marks.

2. Linguistic resources 

In this paragraph we give a brief description of the existing syntactic modules 
for Arabic.

2.1. Syntax Parsers

It is necessary to mention that most accurate Arabic parsers are based on data-
driven approach and assume using treebanks to learn probabilistic context-free gram-
mars (PCFG) which assign a sequence of words the most likely parse tree [9]. Among 
them are Stanford Parser and Berkeley parser.
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Stanford Parser is a statistical parser created by Stanford Natural Language 
Processing Group. Used to parse input data written in several languages such as Eng-
lish, German, Arabic and Chinese, it has been developed and maintained since 2002. 
The Arabic component takes the text as input and returns part-of-speech tagged text 
(the parser uses Stanford POS tagger for that) and a context-free phrase structure 
grammar representation:

fig. 1. Example of Stanford parser’s phrase 
structure grammar representation

Arabic version of Stanford parser is based on the Penn Arabic Treebank (PATB) 
and uses phrasal category set of it [15]. Also the parser assumes precisely the to-
kenization of Arabic used in the PATB. There is no grammatical relations analysis 
available for Arabic. As for performance of Stanford parser, the dependency accuracy 
of the parser is around 83.5%.

Berkeley Parser is The Berkeley Natural Language Processing Group’s parser; 
it is based on PCFG as well. Just like the Stanford parser, it returns a phrase struc-
ture representation of the input text in terms of PATB phrasal category set. Berke-
ley’s PCFG is created using split-and-merge training strategy: splitting provides a tight 
fit to the training data, while merging improves generalization and controls grammar 
size. The resulting grammar is remarkably good at parsing [16]. According to the [9], 
that parser shows most state-of-the-art performance and leaves Stanford Parser be-
hind: the accuracy of the Berkeley’s parser is around 84%.

In addition to PCFG based parsers there is a rule-based parser for Arabic lan-
guage, and it is the only one to our knowledge.

Arabic LFG Rule-basic Parser is the first Arabic rule-based parser available for 
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). It was implemented using Xerox Linguistics Environ-
ment (XLE). Since the parser is based on LFG grammar [2], its output is represented 
by its special structures as shown on example below:
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fig. 2. LFG Rule-basic Parser's result

Figure 2 shows us parsing result in terms of phrase structure (c-structure) and 
grammar attribute-value pairs (f-structure).

According to the evaluation results, the accuracy of the parser is around 87% [2]. 
At the same time it is necessary to highlight that the result was got on a rather small 
corpus that consisted of 69 manually collected sentences only. M. Attia also noticed 
that he concentrated on short sentences and used robustness techniques to increase 
the coverage. All of these use hand-crafted grammars, which are difficult to scale 
to unrestricted data [22].

There are also Bikel Parser [12] and Malt Parser [13] which also belong to the 
group of data-driven parsers, so that approach is the most popular in case of Arabic 
language parsing.

2.2. Morphology

Morphological ambiguity in Arabic is an acute problem due to the richness and 
complexity of Arabic morphology.

The deficiencies of Buckwalter Morphology. Despite the fact that Buckwal-
ter Morphology is a stem-based database and has been considered as the “most re-
spected lexical resource”, it includes a large number of entities which are not used 
in contemporary Arabic texts and this fact reduces the benefit of Buckwalter Mor-
phology in analyzing the modern language. In addition, Buckwalter has some signifi-
cant problems [2]:

•	 Absence of imperative state of almost every verb.
•	 Not all verbs have their correct passive form in correct tense.
•	 Large number of obsolete words.
•	 Misspelled words which lead to a massive increase in the ambiguity level for 

correct words.
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For the reasons below, we decided to use the Elixir FM program for generating 
our own morphology instead of Buckwalter’s:

•	 The lexicon’s format considers the diacritics, and it means that for each of the 
entities ElixirFM program sets the correct vowel marks.

•	 In ElixirFM each verb has its correct passive form, tense and state.
•	 ElixirFM does orthographic analysis to get correct grammar meaning for (two, 

three-token) entry. For example, the word ( ) can be interpreted as one-token 
“bare entity” or as tow-token “entity involved conjunction”. ElixirFM includes 
both of these two variants in our morphology.

•	 ElixirFM uses the features of both word segments and the root to determine the 
morpho-syntactic features of the input inflected word.

fig. 3. ElixirFM output

Figure 3 shows us analysis results of a given word: stem, transcription, grammar 
values and vowel reconstruction.

New morphological groups as expansion of ElixirFM issuance. Despite all ad-
vantages of the ElixirFM, the set of grammatical meanings which it gives do not cover 
the whole syntax of the Arabic language. In order to fill this gap we had to expand the 
list of grammatical meanings and add groups invented by us such as Condition, Spe-
cial Function Word, Emotional Interjection and Preference name.

Also, we had to correct errors in the output of ElixirFM connected with some func-
tional and frequency words, that were the reason for fault in the previous syntactic anal-
ysis. For example, entry ( ) had two homonyms with different grammatical meanings, 
the first and the correct one = Conjunction, and the second erroneous = Preposition.

In case of adverbs, most of them were mistakenly identified as adjectives. To fix 
this error we added a check for both the case and the last letter. If the adjective was 
in accusative case and ended with letter Alif “  ”, it became automatically adverb.

ElixirFM does not give complete information about irregular genders and does 
not have genders for such nouns as Broken Plurals. We assembled in lists all Broken 
Plurals with their numbers and genders that resulted in a full actuation of the syn-
tactical rules with successful checking both the gender and number of nouns and, 
therefore receive the correct parsing.
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It is necessary to mention that ElixirFM does not provide any information about 
control models of Arabic verbs, so currently acquisition of that very valuable informa-
tion is a plan for further extension of our system.

As it was mentioned in the Introduction part, we use an efficient “key-value” 
model for compact storing of linguistic information (DAWG) [19]. After choosing 
ElixirFM as a source of morphological information, the next task was to find a set 
of Arabic words that could be passed to ElixirFM. It would have provided required 
morphological information that could have been stored in a text file. That morpho-
logical dump actually is an intermediate representation of the parser’s morphology 
component: after being generated, it could be modified later by adding new morpho-
logical groups. As for the source of linguistic data, finally we fix on a combination 
of these two resources:

•	 Arabic Wordlist for Spellchecking that contains 9 million words [5];
•	 Twitter archive. We extracted all unique words from it getting around 1 million 

words.
Morphology data storage problem. Having that morphological dump created, 

we use a morphology index generation program that stores linguistic information 
from the dump to the DAWG [19]. The subset of grammar value and normal form 
being stored gave us the serialized representation of 140 Mbytes, while having 
2 Mbytes for English, and 8 for Russian, so the size needed to be fixed. The structure 
of Arabic morphological system could be presented as a combination of two layers 
[3]. The former, derivation layer, is non-concatentative and opaque in the sense that 
it is a sort of abstraction and does not have a direct explicit surface manifestation. 
The latter, inflection layer, applies concatentative process by using prefixes and suf-
fixes to express morphological syntactic features. The derivation uses interdigita-
tion—a process when Arabic words are formed through the amalgamation of two 
tiers, namely, a root and a template. A root is a sequence of three consonants, and 
a template is a pattern of vowels with slots into which the consonants of the root are 
inserted:

Table 1. Interdigitation example

Pattern R1aaR2iR3

Root KTB QTL FHM SRB

Stem KaaTiB QaaTiL FaaHiM SaaRiB

The example above shows how four different stems could be formed from one 
pattern (R1aaR2iR3) using corresponding roots. As for the number of different pat-
terns in the Arabic language, there are around 500 of them [4] and it is possible to get 
all stems for the root by applying to it all available patterns.

Taking into account the fact that DAWG is better compressed if the keys do have 
many common prefixes and suffixes [19], which is not true for Arabic by default, the 
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decision for optimization was to split each stem on two basic parts: root part and 
pattern part:

KaaTiB → KTB, R1aaR2iR3

Secondly, ElixirFM provides information from inflection layer, i.e. shows pre-
fixes and suffixes that were used during word formation. Due to it, we can change 
the conception of the key in our morphology index: for each Arabic word we store 
it in the following format instead of storing it as it is:

pattern|prefix|suffix|root

The figure 4 shows the advantage in compactness of such keys representation 
in comparison with straightforward approach when Arabic words act as keys:

fig. 4. Example of two approaches for keys representation

Both prefix trees are formed of four words: KaaTiB, FaaHiM, maKTuuB, maF-
HuuM. The left tree shows straightforward approach of keys representation, and 
the right one—approach that uses splitting technique mentioned above. As it could 
be seen from the figure 4, adding new roots (such as SRB) is more efficient from 
tree’s size point of view.

Having splitted approach implemented, we reached the size of morphology index 
to be around 50 Mbytes.

3. Parser

In this chapter we mainly focus on modifications of the core of our language-in-
dependent syntactic parser that were required to get it working with Arabic language. 
The detailed description of the hybrid approach that was an inspiration of our parser 
is available in [20].
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3.1. Rule base

As it was mentioned in the Annotation, our parser is a rule-based one. We used 
principles and approaches listed in our paper [20] to compile syntactic rules for Ara-
bic, and at the moment their number is 193. These rules reflect and consider the specif-
ics of the Arabic syntax. For example, in Arabic we can find, with the same frequency, 
(subject—verb) and (verb—subject) and this means the existence of two symmetric 
rules with the same priority. But with objects the (object—verb) version is more often 
than (verb—object) version, and therefore only one symmetric rule takes the priority 
which is determined by a check (!PH.InvertedLinksCount). If the rule doesn’t take the 
priority we use check (PH.InvertedLinksCount), as mentioned in figure 5:

fig. 5. Description of “Action+EntityObject” rule

Arabic grammar has special categories for words that shift one or more elements 
of a clause into the accusative case. One of these categories is particle “Inna and her 
sisters” “ ” which is usually used as subordinating conjunctions. It requires 
that the subject of the subordinate clause is in the accusative case and the predicate 
in the nominative case. In our morphology we have identified these particles in a sepa-
rate group called “Special Function Word” and tried to describe it through our syntac-
tic rules as follows:

fig. 6. Description of “Action+Entity+SpecialFuncWord” rule

Similarly, the category of verbs “Kana and its sisters” “ ” has the ef-
fect of shifting the predicate ( ) from the nominative case to the accusative 
case. These verbs all denote existential states of being (or not being), becoming and 
remaining. We put these verbs in a group named Special Verbs and described it in syn-
tactic rules.
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Another special category of words and particles is the exclamation of wonder “
”. It forms from particle ( ) and elative form which is identical with 

a verb form IV (af3ala). To identify the verb form IV in the whole morphological 
dictionary we put each adjective beginning with letter ( ) in special group named 
Preference Name. Then, we described the exclamation of wonder in syntactic rule 
as follows:

fig. 7. Description of “WonderWith” rule

Also, vocative particles which come before noun are often used in Arabic and 
they can place noun into one of two cases (nominative or accusative). In our syn-
tactic rules we described a vocative particle “yaa” ( ) and got a new phrase named 
“PHRASE_REQUIRED”, that inherits the properties of one of the components PH1 
or PH2 and can be used in other rule templates, as shown in figure 8 and figure 9:

fig. 8. Description of “Entity+Call” rule

fig. 9. Description of “Any+Comma+Required” rule

Also, we devised a syntax rules that are able to analyze more complex structures 
such as the Subordinate Clause by using functions. In figure 10 we can see the relation 
between action and relative pronoun, which introduces a relative clause. As a result, 
we get entity equipped with specific function named ClauseEmbedded(PH) in the sec-
tion A:
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fig. 10. Description of “Action+Relative=Entity” and 
“Question+ActionWith=Subject” rules

In general, our rule base covers all commonly used language constructs such 
as nominal and verbal sentence, compound sentences, conditional expressions.

3.2.  The algorithm

The structure of the algorithm. Our parser uses an algorithm which can 
be treated as a combination of Cocke-Yanger-Kasami and Eisner’s parsing algorithms 
([17] and [8] correspondingly), to find dependency trees by corresponding phrase 
trees created by rules described above. The figure 11 shows an example of CYK’s inter-
pretation. As in usual implementation of the algorithm, it starts with upper-triangular 
matrix M[2][2] and fills its main diagonal with one-token phrases; each phrase from 
some cell is created from some grammatical value of corresponding token. Phrases 
Noun

1
, Adj

1
 and Noun

2
 are created on that iteration.

An important moment here is the choice of destination cell for the phrase. Since 
tokens are numbered from right to left in case of the Arabic language, the algorithm 
creates phrase Noun

1
 as the first one, Adj

1
 and Noun

2
 only after that. Therefore, 

if we will not take that fact into account, the phrase Noun
1
 will be placed into the left-

most cell—M[0][0], and that will look confusing because the phrase actually corre-
sponds to the rightmost token of the sentence. To prevent that effect, we made a RTL-
specific modification in the algorithm that adds phrases to the matrix M in reverse 
order, so phrase Noun

1
 is placed into M[1][1] cell:

fig. 11. CYK matrix
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That reverse filling process affects all diagonals of M, not only the main one.
On the next iteration the algorithm starts moving from the main diagonal to the 

next diagonal in upper-right direction, and we start creating phrases that cover 2 con-
secutive tokens. Just in that iteration we start using our rule base: from that moment for 
each cell that we are filling we iterate all rules from rules base, and if a rule passes tem-
plate and criterion checks, we create a new phrase and add it to the cell that we are cur-
rently filling (phrases Noun

3
 and Noun

4
 are created that way). That iteration is the last 

one for our example; and phrases from upper-right edge cell cover entire input sentence.

4. Evaluation

The current evaluation of the described syntactic parser is based on the tech-
nique given in [21].

We have marked up and verified our own corpus, which consists of 300 “golden 
standard” sentences collected from classical texts, news and the Internet. Each sen-
tence is unique in its syntax and lexical structure. The length of each sentence ranges 
in between 2–15 words. We specifically chose sentences for our corpus from various 
thematic sources such as banks, airlines, religion and literature. Also, we made the 
corpus cover all the most important language constructions, including coordinated 
and subordinated clauses.

The results have given the F-score of 82% UAS (unlabeled attach score [14]) with 
the parsing speed of ~ 2.17 Kbytes of plain text per second.

Figure 12 shows shortened assumption of hybrid tree for a sentence with isola-
tion 2–3 and homogeneous nouns 4–6.

fig. 12. A hybrid tree for sentence “6  5  4  3  2  1 ” 
“I_ate1 with2 my_friend3 two_apples4 and5 orange6”
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5. Industrial usage

Described Arabic syntactic parser is currently used as an internal component 
of Dictum’s Opinion Mining system (OMS), an application that is used as a primary 
component of the social media monitoring service named Kribrum [11].

The workflow looks like the following: OMS receives a review on some topic, 
passes it to the syntactic parser that analyses it and returns corresponding hybrid 
trees with semantic information marks provided by rule base system back to the OMS. 
Then OMS works with hybrid trees to get the summary tonality of the review, collects 
information about positive/negative aspects of the estimation and finally provides all 
gathered information to the Kribrum, so it becomes available to users.

6. Discussion

In the paper we shared our experience in building industrial-strength rule-based 
parser for Arabic. As it was mentioned in the Introduction, the majority of parsers 
for Arabic use data-driven approach, that is why good performance of our rule-based 
parser presents new experience in Arabic NLP.

The closest plans are the following:
•	 Make dictionaries that contain terms taking into account regional specificity and 

rebuild syntactic structure for expansion the opportunities of the analyzer.
•	 Add new grammatical characteristics as transitivity of verbs and animateness of nouns 

to make syntactic analyzing of long and complicated sentences more accurate.
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